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The first generation was based on the Z3 and was produced between and The second
generation was based on the Z4 and was produced between and Some major componentsâ€”
such as the engine and transmissionâ€” were imported from Germany. Cosmetic differences
between the Z3 M and the standard Z3 models included front and rear bumpers, gills, boot trunk
and mirrors. The standard Z3 models received a facelift in The appearance of the Z3 M was not
changed. In the 6 years from to , 15, M Roadsters were produced. The development team had a
hard time convincing the Board of Directors to approve the model for production, but it was
eventually given the green light as long as it remained cost-effective to produce. Sales were
slow as it didn't generate much interest between the enthusiasts. As a result of their relative
rarity, M Coupes especially S54 powered models retain much of their value. This means that
most countries initially used the 3. The difference in peak power and torque is due to the
catalytic converters being located closer to the engine on the North American spec cars, which
allows the catalysts to heat up faster and reduce cold start emissions. A total of 1, cars were
built with the S54 engine. The gearbox is a ZF Type C 5-speed manual. The final drive is either 3.
A limited slip differential with a maximum locking of 25 percent is standard. Like all Z3 models,
the M Coupe and Roadster's suspension is made up of MacPherson struts in the front and
semi-trailing arms in the rear. Compared to the six-cylinder Z3 roadster, however, the M
roadster included modifications such as wider front and rear tracks by 0. The brakes from the
E36 M3 were used: four-wheel vented discs measuring In most countries, the front discs were a
two-piece "floating rotor" design. Unlike the US market where the two-piece floating rotor
brakes were not available, the Canadian market cars were equipped with the floating discs. The
wheel sizes were 7. Early M coupes S50 and S52 engines had a silverly chromeline finish,
whereas the later models S54 engine had a darker Chrome Shadow finish. The engine has a
redline of 8, rpm. The engine was mated to a new 6-speed "Type H" ZF manual transmission
since the M3's original 6-speed transmission did not fit the Z4's chassis. The suspension
system consisted of a strut design at the front and a multi-link design at the rear. The springs
have higher spring rates and the dampers have a more aggressive setting as compared to the
Z4 M roadster. The car achieved a lateral acceleration of 0. The Z4 M uses hydraulic power
steering, unlike the electric power steering used by the rest of the Z4 range and has thick
rimmed steering wheel. Many components were shared with the E46 M3, including the rear
subframe, front suspension control arms and the Continental ContiSport Contact tyres. The
braking system shares many parts in common with the E46 M3. The brake calipers are from the
M3 Competition model and the brake discs consisting of aluminum hubs, stainless steel pins,
cross drilled iron floating rotors are from the E46 M3 CSL. A total of 4, M Coupes were
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sedan body style, followed by the coupe, convertible, wagon "Touring" and hatchback
"Compact" body styles in later years. The E36 was the first 3 Series to be offered in a hatchback
body style. It was also the first 3 Series to be available with a six-speed manual transmission in
the M3 , a five-speed automatic transmission and a four-cylinder diesel engine. The multi-link
rear suspension was also a significant upgrade as compared to the previous generations of the
3 Series. All-wheel drive was not available for the E36, unlike the previous E30 and successive
E46 generations. The E36 was named in Car and Driver magazine's 10Best list for every year it
was on sale. Following the introduction of its successor, the E46 3 Series in , the E36 began to
be phased out and was eventually replaced in Development of the E36 began in [3] and the
exterior design was heavily influenced by aerodynamics, specifically the overall wedge shape,
headlight covers and smaller wing mirrors. The production version of the E36 was launched in
October , with press release in November and market launch in early In , the BMW M52 engine
replaced the M50TU, resulting in the i model replacing the i and the addition of a new mid-range
i model powered by a 2. In , the 3. In , its capacity was increased to 3. In , the tds model was
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four-cylinder BMW M41 turbocharged and intercooled engine. All models are rear-wheel drive,
since the E36 was not produced with all-wheel drive unlike its predecessor and successor. The
hatchback "Compact" models use a rear semi-trailing arm suspension based on the older E30 3

Series design. This was done in order to save space due to the truncated rear end of the
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Front-engine, rear-wheel drive. Z4 E This stunning E36 M3 is in excellent condition throughout
and is a real testament to the care received by its former keepers. This rarely available
convertible has covered , miles from new w. Needs to he useable as a daily. Dont mind if it
needs a little work done but nothing major. Here I have bmw e36 Compact 1. Multi colour angel
eyes. Radio with folding touchscreen and with reverse camera. Tinted windows al. Interior is
very clean too, been very well looked after. Not been abused or dri. Bmw m3 immaculate
condition. Must be seen. Also just had a new vanos unit fitted by mr vanos and service! In
superb condition through out! Body work is immaculate, paint work is immaculate, wheels have
been freshly diamond cut refurbed, new roof fit. I have owned this car for over 5yrs. In my
ownership I have had a full paint correction detail and interior refurbishment, the car looks
fantastic! BMW E36 3. This is a project car! Very rare US import! Arctic Silver with automatic,
heated sport seats - dove grey leather and blacktop. Automatic perfectly working engine and
transmission. Everything works. Car will come with new soft-top Full service history, most done
privately. Fresh MOT too. Mileage is k however. BMW E36 i 90k Mot. Full respray 2 yrs ago. Cat 1
alarm with microwave chirp. Auto Soft top works great. Hard top excellent condition with no
leaks. New starter motor. Complete nee water system ie rad,thermosta. Calypso Red colour
Cream leather interior - Good condition Sli. I do store with cover over in garage to avoid leaks.
Lots of history 96k miles Everything works as it should Bad points See images f. Appreciating
modern classic. For sale. Bmw e34 i. New battery. No rust. Great condition for year. It's a 26
year old car, so keep that in mind! Bmw E36 i Estate Blue 2. The car will have a service done
this week along with. Beautiful car, drives faultless, fast and smooth. Excellent condition inside
and out, minor rust signs on driver side rear shown in photos. Has original glove box torch, first
aid kit and tool kit. Has had the rear subframe mounts welded with 3mm thi. A very rare
opportunity has come up to own possibly the cleanest e28 in the UK. Car Loans. Ads posted,
Tuesday 23rd February 11 images. Wanted bmw e36 coupe or estate Sompting, West Sussex.
Bmw e36 compact Southampton, Hampshire. Bmw ti compact e36 Watton, Norfolk. BMW M3 3.
Overton, Hampshire. Broxburn, West Lothian. BMW e36 3. Bmw e36 i Dewsbury, West
Yorkshire. Bmw E36 i estate Hadlow, Kent. Bmw e28 immaculate classic, e21,e30,e34,e36 Neath,
Neath Port Talbot. Bmw E36 sport convertible i M50 sale or swap Byfleet, Surrey. Pagination
Previous Currently on Page 1 2 Next. Top searches. Buy and sell in a snap Get the app for the
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